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Linkage disequilibrium mapping of complex disease: fantasy or 
reality? 
Joseph D Terwilliger” and Kenneth M Weiss? 

In the past year, data about the level and nature of linkage 

disequilibrium between alleles of tightly linked SNPs have 

started to become available. Furthermore, increasing evidence 

of allelic heterogeneity at the loci predisposing to complex 

disease has been observed, which has lead to initial attempts 

to develop methods of linkage disequilibrium detection 

allowing for this difficulty. It has also become more obvious that 

we will need to think carefully about the types of populations 

we need to analyze in an attempt to identify these elusive 

genes, and it is becoming clear that we need to carefully re- 

evaluate the prognosis of the current paradigm with regard to 

its robustness to the types of problems that are likely to exist. 
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Abbreviations 

+ not carrying disease-predisposing alleles 

D disease-predisposing allele 
LD linkage disequilibrium 

SNP single nucleotide polymorphism 

TDT transmission/disequilibrium test 

Introduction 
‘I’he (Zhincsc philosopher Confucius was asked by one of 

his disciples how to distinguish a good man from a bad 

man, to \vhich (Confucius replied (Lun Yu 1.527). “What a11 

men praise, examine critically; what a11 men condemn, 

cxaminc critically” [l]. ‘I’he use of allclic association map- 

ping in the search for complex-disease-predisposing genes 

is an idea that has recri\zd much praise in the literature 

OCR the past few years, despite a lack of convincing sup- 

portive evidence. In surveying the state of this research 

area, perhaps the most important questions to examine are 

those that have not been looked into critically often 

enough in the literature. ‘I’here is a widespread belief that 

somehow the advent of a genome- spanning map of single 

nucleon-ide polymorphisms (SNPs) will provide some sort 

of panacea for the woes that have been plaguing those of 

us trying to unravel the complex etiology of common 

genetic disease [Z’]. Certainly this is one more tool in our 

arsenal of weapons, but we must be careful to critically 

examine the assumptions that underlie the prognosis for 

this method’s success before jumping on the banduagon in 

the search for a simple and guaranteed solution. As 

(Confucius put it, “‘l-he gentleman agrees lvith others \vith- 

out hcing an echo. The small man echoes others \vithout 

being in agreement.” (Liin 1’~ 132.3) [I]. 

Association analysis in humans has been pcrformcd suc- 

cessfully for fine mapping of a large number of gents that 

have large effects on rare phenotypes that segregate in 

pedigrees. hlost of these disease-predisposing loci had 

been previously mapped with linkage analysis by following 

the segregation of the disease in pedigrees. ‘I’here arc a 

large number of diseases that are far more common, yet 

tend Co occur more frequently among relatives of affected 

indi\ iduals than in the general population and have sub- 

stantial heritability, yet there is no clear pattern of 

segregation in families. Because there is a clear genetic 

component to these diseases. it is widely believed that 

allelic association and linkage analysis methods \vill IX 

able to identify the genes underlying thcsc complex con- 

mon traits as well. ‘I’hc difficult): is that individuals bvith a 

gi\xxi disease may be affected for completely different 

genetic reasons. ‘I‘he main difficulty is that the effect of 

any allele on the risk for chronic discasc is typicall) 

weak - otherwise one \vould obscr\,e clear patterns of 

phenoqic segregation in large pedigrees. 

I;irst let us describe what the terms allelic association and 

linkage disequilibrium (I,II) r&r to. If thcrc are t\vo tight- 

Iy linked loci. w,ith two alleles each (Aa at locus 1; l3,b a1c 

locus Z), then there arc four possible combinations of allc- 

les that could exist on the same chromosome, .-\_I% &I,, 

a-13 :lnd a-b. If allele A has frequency p,,. and allele I3 has 

frequent); pH, then the haplotypc A-13 \+~uld ha\ e frc- 

quency p,pI,, for example. in the absence of linkage 

disequilibrium (i.e. the alleles occur indcpcndently on 

haplotypes). If alleles X and I3 arc associated, the frequcn- 

cy of haplot)-pe h_H would be p,plr + 6. \\.hcre 6 is :I 

measure of the strength of LI) hetlveen the tL1.o loci. If 

allele I3 at locus 2 predisposes to some disease phenotype, 

then if one ascertains a sample of affected individuals 

(cases) from the population, and a sample of unaffected 

indi\.iduals (controls), then allele A would be found more 

frequently in cases than controls. In orher words. there 

would be an association between allele A and the disease 

phenotype. In practice, one can test a large number of 

marker loci throughout the genome, or a set of polymor- 

phisms in or around a candidate gent, in the hope that one 

of these marker loci would be close enough to a disease 

locus that some marker allele might be associated with the 

disease allele. ‘This is the basis of association and LD map- 

ping, which has been shown tn work well in the case of 
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simple disease in populations where there is likely to have 

been only one disease-predisposing allele at this locus 

(e.g. [31). 

‘[‘he hope of many clinically minded individuals is that 

association analysis methods will lead to early diagnosis 

and treatment of chronic common disease with greater 

accur~y - through the identification of genetic risk fac- 

tors. For many of these phenotypes, environmental risk 

factors (e.g. smoking and lung cancer) or phenotypic risk 

factors (high serum cholesterol and coronary heart disease) 

arc already known to he valuable predictors of disease out- 

come. Estimating risk for even some of these more 

proximate risk factors can he very difficult, but in princi- 

ple, at least, if genetically at-risk individuals can bc 

identified, preventative measures might be taken before 

they have suffered environmentally induced damage. Can 

gcnotypic data help improve the ability to predict or treat 

these diseases? Are there genetic risk factors with ecluiva- 

lently strong effects? (:an a-e hope to develop the magic 

pill that will circumvent the need for diet and exercise in 

the treatment of obesity? Diffcrcnt investigators are inter- 

ested in answering each of those questions through the use 

of association and linkage analyses to identify the potential 

risk-increasing genotypes. ‘I-he purpose of this review will 

hc to examine the current state of the science to see what 

empirical and theoretical results have been made towards 

answering these questions. It is almost certain that associ- 

ation and linkage mapping \\ill identify some alleles that 

have some etiological cffcct on some chronic disease: how- 

e\*er, there remains much confusion about when and how 

this will work. 

Complex disease 
In order to evaluate the literature and the advances of the 

past year in association mapping, it is important to estah- 

lish a model for the causation of complex disease. (:onsider 

the causal relationships in Figure 1. In the search for com- 

plex disease-predisposing genes, the main objective is to 

identify a marker locus that is correlated (Path 1) with a 

gi\,en disease gene (Disease gene l), which itself is some- 

how influencing (Path 2) the phenotype. Because we do 

not know the identity of the disease gene, however. all we 

arc able to identify are correlations along the Path A, which 

is some convolution of the correlations on Path 1 and 

Path 2. If the correlations along either Path 1 or Path 2 are 

ncgligihle, the null hypothesis of no correlation between 

marker locus and phenotype will not he rejected. 

We also know that other genetic factors (Path 3) and a myr- 

iad of environmental and cultural factors (Path 4) influence 

the phenotype. These various etiological factors will 

almost certainly interact with each other in a variety of 

complex and often intractable ways. The goal in setting up 

any lirikage or association study to map disease-predispos- 

ing genes is to minimize the effects of Path 3 (genetic 

factors), Path 4 (environmental and cultural factors), and 

the interactive pathways, while maximizing the correla- 

Figure 1 

Current Op~nm I” Biotechnology 

A simplified model of the etiological factors predisposing to complex 

phenotypes is dlagramed. Each factor shown IS assumed to have some 

predisposing role, and there are numerous potential interactions 

between them (not shown). In llnkage or association analysis, we are 

testing for correlations between marker locus genotypes and complex 

phenotypes (Path A), which is a secondary correlation, rather than the 

true genotype-phenotype correlation shown as Path 2. The success of 

association mapplng for complex disease depends, therefore, both on 

the correlation between marker loci and the disease locus genotypes 

(Path 1) and the correlation between genotype and phenotype 

(Path 2). A convolution of these two factors is what association and 

linkage mapping attempt to use to identify disease-predisposing loci. 

tions on Path 1 and Path 2. Kesearchers usually attempt to 

minimize the effects of Path 3 and Path 4 by selecting 

homogeneous genetic and cultural isolates for study. In 

reality, these populations are often not as homogeneous as 

one might think, but nevertheless an attempt is made to 

decrease the residual genetic variation unrelated to disease 

through choice of study samples. ‘I’his ascertainment 

process may sometimes increase the relative effects of one 

or few alleles in one or few genes as well, through the 

reduction in genetic hrterogeneit); which \lould increase 

the correlation along Path 2. A means to increase the cor- 

relations along Path 1 is to increase the number of marker 

loci studied. &Xen more loci arc studied there is an 

increased probability that one of them will be strongly cor- 

related with Disease gene 1, though of course this will also 

increase the type I error (false positi1.e rate) due to the 

increased number of statistical tests. Additionally, Path 2 is 

often strengthened through the examination of very spe- 

cific or idiosyncratic phenotypes, such as early-onset forms 

of diseases, or unusual high-penetrance variants (i.e. any- 

one carrying the disease allele is very highly likely to have 

the disease) that might he more easily mapped. 

‘There are a number of situations in which certain cluanti- 

tative phenotypes are also known to he risk factors for a 

common disease phenotype. for example, high serum cho- 

lesterol is a phenotypic risk factor for coronary heart 

disease. In this model, genetic and environmental factors 

may influence the quantitative phenotype more directly, in 

which case the genetic .basis of that phenotype might he 

easier to dissect, as it may he more immediately under 

genetic control; however, even these traits turn out to he 

genetically quite complex. 
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Allelic architecture of complex disease gene mapping will most probably be based on association 

‘I’he next issue to consider in complex disease is how much mapping. Although their deductions are not implausible, it 

allelic complexity there will be at any given disease-predis- is the premise from which the deductions were made that 

posing locus. There are a number of possible models of must be examined critically. ‘I’he allelic architecture they 

allelic architecture, as outlined in Figure 2. Kisch and assumed (Model 1 in Figure 2) is that in a given gene there 

R,!erikangas [4] proposed that the future of complex-disease is one-and-only-one disease-predisposing allele (II) and 

Figure 2 

(a) Model 1 : allelic homogeneity 

(b) Model 2: allelic heterogeneity 

(c) Model 3: multiple mutations in multiple genes 

n 

Three simple models for the allelic complexity of genetic disease are the case of allelic heterogeneity, in which multiple different allellc 

shown. (a) In Model 1, all disease-predisposing alleles at a given locus variants can each predispose to the phenotype. Thus among 

are identical by descent in the population - having derived from some individuals with one of these ‘D’ alleles, there will be an assortment of 

common ancestor. In this situation, there is expected to be a haplotype backgrounds. The more heterogeneity, the less LD. 

conserved haplotype around the disease allele, which is shared by all Cc) Model 3 shows the situation for multiple ‘D’ alleles in different 

carriers in the population many generations later. (b) Model 2 shows genes. These genes may be linked (as shown) or unlinked. 
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Gene symbol 

PTCH 
ATP7A 
MATlA 
COLl7Al 
TGMl 
BRCAl 
BRCA2 
CFTR 
Presinilin 1 
TlMP3 
WRN 
Cystatin B 
TCS 
COL5Al 
Various 
PEX 

HEXA 

CANPB 

PBG deaminase 

OCRLl 

PKDl 

SMNT 

ALK-1 

RBl 

CLN3 

ATP7B 

EXTl and EXT2 

PKDP 

RPGR 

COL7Al 

Myosin VIIA 

PKDl 

FBPase 

G4.5 

MMACl 

G4.5 

TIGR 

FAA 

PTEN 

PDXl 

NAGLU 

CSB (ERCCG) 

ATM 

MEN1 

H MG-CoA Lyase 

alpha-TTP 

COMP 

CYPI Bl 

Arylsulfatase E 

UGTlAl 

HPS 

RYRl 

HGO 

PYG L 

GJB2 

OAl 

WTl 

Btk 

PCBD 

Na-K-2CI Cotransporter 

Ferrochelatase 

UBEBA 

JAG1 

TWIST/FGFR 

Disease Reference 

Nevoid basal cell carcinoma 

Menkes disease 

Hypermethioninemia 

Benign eptdermolysis bullosa 

Autosomal recessive congenital icthyosis 

Breast cancer 

Breast cancer 

Cystic fibrosis 

Alzheimer’s disease 

Sorsby fundus dystrophy 

Werner syndrome 

Progressive myoclonus epilepsy 

Treacher-Collins syndrome 

Ehlers-Danlos syndromes I and II 

Nonsyndromic hearing impairment 

X-Linked hypophosphatemic rickets 

Tay-Sachs disease 

Limb-girdle muscular dystrophy type 2A 

Acute intermittent porphyria 

Lowe oculocerebrorenal syndrome 

Polycystic kidney disease 1 

Spinal muscular atrophy 

Hereditary hemorrhagic telangiectasia type 2 

Retinoblastoma 

Batten disease 

Wilson disease 

Hereditary multiple exostoses 

Polycystic kidney disease 

Retinitis pigmentosa 

Dystrophic epidermolyw bullosa 

Usher syndrome 1 B 

Renal cystic disease in tuberous sclerosis 

Fructose 1,6 diphosphate deficienty 

Infantile dilated cardiomyopathles 

Early-onset breast cancer 

Barth syndrome 

Primary open angle glaucoma 

Fanconl anemia 

Breast cancer, cowden disease, juvenile polyposis 

Lactic acidosis 

Sanfilippo syndrome type B 

Cockayne syndrome 

Ataxia-telangiectasia 

Multiple endocrine neoplasia type I 
HMG CoA lyase deficiency 

Ataxia with isolated vitamin E deficiency 

Pseudoachrondroplasia 

Primary congenital glaucoma 

X-Linked chondrodysplasla punctata 

Criler-Najjar syndrome type I 

Hermansky-Pudlak syndrome 

Malignant hyperthermia 

Alkaptonuria 

Glycogenosis type VI (Hers disease) 

Autosomal recessive hearing loss 

X-Linked ocular albinism 

Isolated diffuse mesangial sclerosis 

X-linked agammalobulinemia 

Hyperphenylalaninemia 

Antenatal Bartter syndrome 

Erthropoetic protoporphyria 

Angelman syndrome 

Alagille syndrome 

Saethre-Chotzen syndrome 

Table 1 

A selection of disease-predisposing loci with multiple different alleles predisposing to disease - mutation analyses presented in 

American Journal of Human Genetics volumes 60,61.62 (1997-6). 

[IO51 

[lo61 

ilO71 
[I 081 

[331 
[781 
[781 
[lo91 
[1 101 
[I111 
[I121 
[1131 
[1141 
[I 151 
Il6.1 
[1161 
[I 171 
[1 181 
I1191 
I1201 
[I211 
[281 
[I221 
[I 231 
[I241 
[I251 
[I261 
[I271 
[I 281 
[I291 
[1301 
[1311 
[I321 
[411 
[I 331 
I431 
[I341 
Cl 351 
[I 361 
[I371 
[I 381 
[I391 
[461 
I1401 
[I411 
[451 
[I 421 
[I431 
[I441 
[391 
I1451 
1481 
[I 461 
[I471 
[I481 
[I491 
[471 
[I 501 
I1511 
[I521 
[I 531 
[I 541 
[I551 
11561 
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that said allele has an identical etiological effect in all indi- 

viduals, related or not, and that said allele is being tested 

directly in the association analysis. For the rare monogenic 

recessive diseases of the Finnish disease heritage [S] this 

has provided a reasonable first-order approximation to the 

real situation. ‘I’he reason is that a small founding popula- 

tion is unlikely to carry more than one allele for a rare 

disorder, so that ascertaining descendants by inheriting 

two defective alleles is essentially ascertaining that found- 

ing haplotype. ‘I-his is, however, the only model in which 

extended haplotypes would be expected to be shared by 

all disease allele carriers, though even for these diseases 

there are cases of allelic heterogeneity and gene conver- 

sion or recurrent mutation disrupting those shared 

haplotypes (similar results have been found for 

Hirschsprung’s disease in the Amish [6] and recessive dis- 

eases in the French Canadians [7,8]). Kaplan eta/. [9] have 

described additional problems with I,L) mapping in com- 

plex populations. 

‘I’he next simplest model (hlodcl 2 in Figure 2) would be 

that of multiple unique, but functionally equivalent alleles in 

the same gene, such as appears to be the case on the macro- 

scopic level for RRCAI, retinitis pigmentosa, cystic fibrosis, 

and many others (‘Fable 1). A more complex and more realis- 

tic variation of Model 2 is that different alleles in the same 

gene might have different quantitative effects on the pheno- 

type. as appears to be the case for most of these genotypes 

when they are examined at sufficiently microscopic scale 

(see [10,11,12’,13]). Bale [14] has pointed out that “variable 

expression is the rule rather than the exception.” 

A still more complicated model (Rlodel 3 in Figure 2) that 

is closer to reality is that of multiple disease-predisposing 

alleles in multiple genes. Very often, functionally related 

genes are linked to each other, and a single linkage signal 

to a region of a chromosome may actually be the result of 

disease-predisposing alleles in different linked genes in 

different pedigrees. This was the case for X-linked retini- 

tis pigmentosa [ 1.51, where the individual signals were able 

to be separated, and the existence of several genetic 

defects in the same chromosomal region was proven 

through linkage analysis alone. Had the effect of the dis- 

ease alleles been to increase the susceptibility to the 

disease only Z-S-fold rather than being fully penetrant 

recessive, the question remains whether we would have 

been stumped due to the existence of multiple disease 

genes in the same region. HLA-loci and apolipoprotein 

genes are other examples of linked genes with similar 

function, where it has been difficult to identify which spe- 

cific gene is involved in any given phenotype. Similar 

situations are likely to be frighteningly more common than 

we may expect, given that the location of genes in the 

human genome is certainly not random, as our mathemati- 

cal models most often stipulate. 

The most general model of allelic complexity is that of 

multiple disease-predisposing alleles in multiple unlinked 

genes (in Figure 2 this would look the same as hlodel 3 

except the genes with disease-predisposing alleles would 

be on different chromosomes). This is probably the best 

supported general model of the majority of complex phe- 

notypes based on what we know from lower organisms [ 1.31 

and on general evolutionary principles [ 10,l I]. ‘live exam- 

ples of extreme locus and allelic heterogeneity for 

relatively simple phenotypes are nonsyndromic hearing 

loss [16’] and retinitis pigmentosa (see [IS]). ‘liuly com- 

mon complex phenotypes will certainly in\,olve multiple 

genetic and environmental risk factors. ll’hether or not 

association mapping will work in practice for thcsc multi- 

factorial phenotypes is highly dependent on both the 

allelic architecture of disease, the existence of detectable 

linkage disequilibrium, and the number of loci involved in 

disease predisposition, not to mention the emironment, or 

interactions therewith. 

Where does linkage disequilibrium come 
from? 
I,D can be defined as the nonrandom assortment of alle- 

les. Of particular interest are associations between sites 

tightly linked on the same chromosome. Such LI1 appears 

in the form of differences in the allele frequency distribu- 

tion of one locus conditional on the alleles present on the 

same chromosome at another locus. If one locus has a dis- 

ease-predisposing allele, and this allele is in I,11 with 

alleles of nearby marker loci, this phenomenon can be 

exploited to map the disease gene. The existence of I,11 

does not mean there has to be a single haplotypc associat- 

ed with the disease-predisposing allele, nor does it imply 

necessarily that there has to be a single disease-predispos- 

ing allele, though for rare highly-penetrant monogenic 

diseases this is th‘e most familiar presentation. Aspects of 

the population history, unrelated to any disease, however, 

play a critical role in the probable efficacy of I,D mapping. 

For example, admixture can generate LD even among loci 

on different chromosomes, until sufficient generations 

pass for recombination to remove the association [17]. 

This kind of association makes less difference in pedigree 

data than in analysis by LD in populations. For a detailed 

summary of the forces that create and destroy LD, the 

reader is referred to [18”], the basics of which are sum- 

marized in Figure 3. 

IJnder any model of allelic architecture, the forces of evolu- 

tion act on chromosomes that carry D. as one population of 

chromosomes, and the remaining larger set of chromosomes 

not carrying disease-predisposing alleles (+) evolve as a sep- 

arate population in a small neighborhood around the disease 

locus. Recombination homogenizes these chromosomal pop- 

ulations through reciprocal gene flow, where a recombination 

exchanges chromosomal segments between these two 

groups. At large genetic distance from the disease-predispos- 

ing alleles, the chromosomal evolution is largely 

independent of the disease-predisposing alleles. Mutation 

that creates new disease-predisposing alleles acts as one-way 

gene flow taking a chromosome from the + population into 
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Figure 3 

The forces that create and destroy linkage 

disequilibrium are shown graphically. 

Chromosomes with a disease-predisposing 

allele ‘D’ and chromosomes carrying a non- 

disease-predisposing allele ‘+’ evolve as 

independent populations of chromosomes In a 

neighborhood around the disease locus. 

Recombination acts as reciprocal gene flow 

between these populations, homogenizing 

them; disease-locus mutation and gene 

conversion act to bring whole chromosomes 

from the ‘+’ population into the ‘D’ population. 

Selection and marker-locus mutation act 

Independently on ‘D’ and ‘+’ chromosomes, 

increaslng the drversity between them. 

Migration alters the composltion of ‘D’ and ‘+’ 

populations to a different degree, conditional 

on the frequency of ‘D’ and ‘+’ in the migrants. 

For more details, see [18”]. 

the I) population. Gene conversion has the same effect on 

I,D as disease locus mutation, as it would take a D allele 

and place it on a chromosome from the + population. 

hlarker IOCIIS mutation can increase the difference 

betlveen the D and + populations because it occurs inde- 

pendently in the t\f.o groups. For microsatellite loci, the 

effects of marker iocus mutation depend on whether or not 

the population of chromosomes in each group is sufficient- 

ly large for mutation-drift equilibrium (where marker allele 

frccluency distribution is held constant as mutation creates 

new \,ariation at the same rate with which drift eliminates 

existing \.ariation) to stabilize the marker allele frequency 

distributions. For less mutable marker loci, mutation will,= 

create new alleles over time within each of these popula- 

tions, and those new alleles will be the most striking 

markers of differentiation between the D and + chromoso- 

mal populations. Novel sequence polymorphisms arising 

as a result of recent mutation events will have similar prop- 

erties. hligration and admixture can create LD as well. 

\Vhen two populations mixing together have different fre- 

quencics of D alleles, there will be different amounts of 

admixture in the D and + populations. This will lead to 

greater differences between the I) and + populations in 

the admixed population. assuming the marker has differ- 

ent allele frequency distributions in the two mixing 

populations to begin with [17]. 

There is little debate about the points mentioned thus far. 

An issue that has led to some of the most violent argu- 

ments in population genetics has been the importance of 

selection. If an allele conferred a selective advantage at 

some point in history. that allele may have increased in fre- 

clucnc); dragging along neighboring neutral 

polymorphisms in a hitchhiking effect. If selection has 

played an important role in increasing the frequent); of 

‘once rare’ alleles that today predispose to some complex 

phenotype, then it is possible that there is increased allel- 

ic homogeneity. E:xamples where such a selective model 

has been hypothesized include the alleles Ieading to 

hrmochromatosis. cystic fibrosis, ‘I>); Sachs, and many Ott)- 

ers. It has also been argued that the data for those genes 

arc consistent with the predictions of neutral theory (i.e. 

most genetic \,ariation occurs without selection for or 

against it) [lc)“]. as genetic drift might callse one of many 

rare D alleles to increase in frequency relative to the oth- 

ers. By contrast. the effect of positive selection might be to 

increase the frequency of all 1) alleles, leading to mainte- 

nance of high levels of allelic di\,ersit)-. Interestingly, most 

of these diseases are much more frccluent in one popula- 

tion (e.g. Europeans) than elselvhere. and it is not clear 

whether selective forces may also have been geographical- 

ly restricted. In fact, in all of these cases, these is 

considerable allelic heterogeneity within and among popu- 

lations, but it has not been possible to make convincing 

arguments about the relatilre likelihood of selection versus 

drift because too many parameters of human population 

historv are not known. 

How much LD is there? 
The first question one must ask is how much LD exists in 

a given population and over what distances. In an attempt 

to address this issue, a number of investigations have been 
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done to examine the extent and nature of LD in different 

populations for different types of marker loci, for examples 

see [20’,21,22’,23”]. In each of these cases, as expected, 

pairs of tightly linked markers sho\ved more evidence of 

linkage disequilibrium than unlinked pairs of markers. 

I’his is a necessary prerequisite for I,D mapping of dis- 

ease-predisposing loci to work. This is generally what is 

seen, but at closer distances the relationship between 

genetic and physical distance is no longer always simple or 

e\‘en monotonic, a potentially important issue in regard to 

fine-scale gene mapping. 

Nickerson et&. [22’] and Clark efnl. [23”] have examined a 

9.7 kilobase (kb) region of the human lipoprotein lipase 

gene and found substantial amounts of polymorphism in 

both coding and noncoding sequence across a sample of 142 

chromosomes from three populations, one of which was 

North Karclian Finns. In this study, the average individual 

was heterozygous for about 17 sites over this 9.7 kb region, 

with a total of 88 polymorphic sites found in the sample. 

Based on an analysis of the pairwise LD among the 2211 

marker pairs studied in this sample, the authors concluded 

that “it is not the case that all such SNPs \vill give reliable 

information about flanking sites” [23”]. ‘There WAS a sub- 

stantial number of marker pairs that showed striking 

amounts of linkage disequilibrium, and at least three hap- 

lotypes were present in distantly related populations. 

Despite the fact that there was often I,13 between very 

closely spaced markers, the number of pairs for which no 

I,11 was detected was sufficiently large, and the cladistic 

network of haplotypes [24,25] was a sufficiently “uninter- 

pretable tangle of loops” that the authors concluded that “a 

blind association or disequilibrium test with three or four 

random markers chosen from the variable sites within 10 kb 

of the lipoprotein lipase gene would not be a reliable way to 

detect nearby causal variarion” [33”]. 

Some of the haplotype complexity Clark Ed NI. [23”] 

observed was suggested to have possibly arisen as a result 

of earlier gene conversions. Other reports of gene conver- 

sion and theoretical analyses of gene conversion and its 

ramifications have been published recently [X-32]. 

Reports have been made of what appear to be recurrent 

mutarions but might be explained as the result of an 

ancient gene conversion event [33]. Also, examples exist 

where the length of a conserved haplotype around a rare 

rcccssive disease allele in a young, isolated population \vas 

vastly shorter than what would be expected due to histori- 

cal recombination alone -which might also be due to 

gene conversion (see, for example, [34]). 

Although it is clear there is a greater chance to observe I,I) 

between alleles of tightly linked loci, it is unclear whether 

I,D is sufficient to allow identification of the alleles predis- 

posing to complex disease for many reasons: firstly, disease 

locus genotypes are difficult to infer because the geno- 

type-phenotype correlations are far from deterministic and 

allelic heterogeneity is not unlikely to be abundant; sec- 

ondly, man is a diploid organism, and it may not be easy to 

infer marker haplotypes from marker genotypes, especial- 

ly when individuals are multiple site heterozygotes and 

there is an essentially open-ended number of haplotypcs 

in the population because of historical rccomhination and 

mutation; thirdly e\-en if the disease locus genotypes are 

known, it is not easy to determine the phase of hcterozy- 

gates at this locus relative to the marker haploqes - 

even when each are known hvithout error: and finally if the 

disease-marker I,11 pattern one finds is old (e.g. parts of 

the lipoprotein lipase gene [23”]), it might be possible to 

extrapolate across populations, or from a pilot study, to a 

larger ‘replication’ sample, hut if it is not, the pattern of 

I,13 will be very- different across populations (see [ZO*]). 

How much allelic complexity is there? 
In the past few years, there has been much debate about 

the amount of allelic complexity we expect to find in the 

genes that predispose to complex disease (see [2’,12’]). ‘Ii) 

assess the empirical evidence for all& heterogeneity in 

the etiology of genetic disease, a literarurc review was per- 

formed, in which the results of mutation analyses published 

in the .&?e&ltI .lo~~l qf Humtln Gwefitx volumes 60-U 

(January lW7-June 1998) were considered systematically. 

In ‘l>hle 1, a list is given of the gents for which multiple 

unique molecular alleles predisposing to some pathological 

phenotype were described. For the genes listed, the num- 

ber of alleles described is typically in the tens or hundreds 

of alleles, where the exact number is correlated with the 

prevalence of the phenotype and how thoroughly it has 

been studied. Numerous examples, with details. are 

available in the Human Gene hlutation I>atabase 

(http://~v~vn:r~u~cm.ac.uk/L~~vcm.m~h~mdO.h~rnl). 

It is granted that the majority of known disease genes have 

alleles predisposing to monogenic disease. ‘I’he majority of 

those listed in 7hhle 1, therefore, are alleles with severe 

phenotypic consequences - often recessive in nature. 

Heterozygotes for alleles predisposing to severe recessive 

disease are not selected against. explaining why substantial 

allelic heterogeneity may come to exist through mutation 

and genetic drift. ‘I‘hese data have been ascertained 

through affected individuals and we have little if any sys- 

tematic data on the relative complexity of variation at the 

same loci in the general (affected or not-yet-affected) pop- 

ulation. Weiss [10,11,12’] has argued that the allclic 

complexity might he even greater for diseases of late age of 

onset, as negative selection is not acting strongly on pheno- 

types that typically afflict individuals later in lift, after 

reproduction has taken place. At rhis point there is not 

much data about the allelic complexity of common patholo- 

gies in man. so it is possible that for some genes there may 

be a limited number of ways they can he mutated without 

leading to phenotypes that would be strongly sclccted 

against. If this is the case, there may he sufficiently fe\\ 

alleles in some genes for LL) mapping to work. though for 

animal and human examples, the genes that are known do 

tend to show substantial heterogeneity [lo.1 1.12’,13,3.5]. 
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Kruglyak [M”] and Xiong and Guo [37] ha\,e similarly 

warned of the ramifications of allelic complexity on the 

hunt for disease-predisposing alleles by allelic association. 

‘I’hc existing literature on searches for loci contributing to 

complex quantitative traits largely comes from agricultural 

and experimental genetics, but is not helpful on these 

points, as the experimental designs have not permitted an 

evaluation of intra-locus complexity in the general natural 

populations. keither has the human mapping data for 

complex traits. 

Beyond the issue of allelic heterogeneity is the mounting 

evidence that there is heterogeneity in the expression of 

different disease-predisposing alleles in the same genes. 

Rlolecular mechanisms involved in some splice-site alleles 

have been proposed by Rave-Hare1 rt N/. [M] for cystic 

fibrosis and Gantla ff (cl. [.39] for Crigler-Najjar syndrome 

type I. Differential expression for diffcrcnt deletions \vas 

shown for retinohlastoma [JO], multiple alleles of the 

X-linked G3.5 gene were implicated as causal agents for 

different infan’tile dilated cardiomyopathies [Jl], and mu- 

tiplc investigations were conducted on the effects of 

different alleles in various genes in gcnot~pe-phenotype 

correlation studies (e.g. [25.35.42--U]). hlethods arc being 

de\.eloped to deal with sorting through this complexity 

though inferring causality of a given allclc is not a simple 

process e\.en when the gent locus itself is knobi n [SO’]. 

Despite the mounting cvidence for substantial hetero- 

geneity in the disease-predisposing allelic spectrum, most 

statistical methods have been de\.eloped 2nd evaluated 

under the implicit reductionist assumption that complex 

disease is caused by multiple genes, each haling a sin- 

gle I> and single + allele. \Vhy is this the case, despite the 

mounting evidcncc of the ‘biochemical individuality’ of 

each person [12’]? Aside from the mathematical 

intractability of these models, this is largely because it is 

acknowledged that only if this assumption holds (or at least 

if there is minimal allelic heterogeneity) lvill LD be useful 

in detecting genes [.17]. As stated by Kruglyak [36”], 

“there is little or no comparable [to the case of rare mono- 

genie disease in isolated populations] e\-idence [that LD is 

detectable in any population] for common genetically com- 

plex disorders”, and that “great care will he required if 

reality is to be distinguished from wishful thinking.” 

Population genetic methods for LD mapping in 
the presence of allelic heterogeneity 
1,aan and PZibo [20’] h3l.c investigated empirically the car- 

lier hypothesis [Sl..V] that in populations that have not 

undergone a recent demographic expansion, there may he 

greater le\.els of LD than in exponentially expanded popu- 
lations. ‘I’hey exatnined several populations of varying size 

and structure and demonstrated that pairwise I,11 between 

microsatellite loci MW much more striking in the Saami 

(non-expanded population) than in Finns (rapidly expand- 

ed population). In light of this observation, Laan and Pa&o 

[20’] proposed that the LD generated by drift in small 

populations of static size could be used to map genes for 

common disease (‘drift mapping’). Freimer PT 01. [.53] 

responded to this proposal by pointing out that one lvould 

not be able to detect shared segments or shared haplotypes 

around disease alleles in such populations, because there 

would be too much background LD in the population, 

clouding the interpretation. Terwilliger et al. [18’] subse- 

quently summarized the theoretical background to such 

‘drift mapping in extreme population isolates, demonstrat- 

ing that Lvhcreas it is true that haplotypes are not expected 

in small, non-expanding populations, there will be higher 

Ic\zls of I,D between disease alleles and linked marker 

alleles because over time genetic drift constantly creates 

ne\f’ LD faster than the forces of recombination and muta- 

tion can make the LD decay They proposed that even in 

the presence of substantial allelic heterogeneity over time 

LD will he generated in populations of small effective pop- 

ulation size (NJ making it possible for LD mapping to 

xvork. ‘I’his theory was then applied to the human renin- 

binding protein on the X-chromosome, which \vas 

successfully mapped in the Saami to the correct chromoso- 

mal region, whereas there was no detectable LD in a 

comparable 1:innish sample [53”]. It \vas further pointed 

out [ 18”,51”] that the background LD bet\veen the mark- 

er loci actually decreases the false positive rate, as it 

increases the autocorrelation in the LD test statistic 

between linked marker loci, \\,hich has the expected effect 

on decreasing the effecti\,e number of independent tests 

[SS]. Other ongoing studies ha1.e been reported using pop- 

ulations with similarly small h, in the recent literature, for 

examples see [Sf),57]. ‘I’he importance of these results is 

that in some situations allelic heterogeneity and ancient 

genesis of a disease-predisposing allele are not insurmount- 

able problems, if the study makes full and appropriate use 

of population genetic theory. 

Another population genetic approach - independent of 

allelic heterogeneity - that has been further developed in 

the past year [ lX”,S8..~Y’.hO] is the idea of admixture map- 

ping [17]. \Vhen individuals from two genetically very 

different populations mate, the next generation will have 

substantial amounts of I,11 between both linked and 

unlinked pairs of loci. Over time. the LD a-ill decay, but 

much more rapidly for unlinked locus pairs than for tight- 

ly linked ones. Optimal conditions for this method exist 

when there is minimal genetic \wiation within either par- 

ent population. and maximal genetic variation between 

them. For this reason, heterogeneous populations. such as 

African Americans. are not well suited to this approach. as 

there is so much genotypic and phcnotypic variability 

within the parent populations, as well as in the admixed 

group [f>l]. Populations such as the Greenlanders, howev- 

cr, might be more ideal, as the parent populations (Inuit 

and Danes) are well defined, yet \‘ery different gcnctical- 

Iy, and the Inuit are among the more homogeneous of 

human populations [h&&i]. Furthermore, the Greelandic 

population has not expanded very rapidly in recorded 

history allo\ving drift mapping and admixture mapping to 
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combine forces. One of the most important features of 

admixture mapping, much as in drift mapping. is that allel- 
ic homogcncity- is not an essential rcq~lirement for this 

tcchniclue to work, though the more homogeneous the 

parental populations are, the higher the po\ver \vill bc. Of 

course, to IX useful for mapping :I particular disease, that 

disease must bc present in sufficient frequency in the 

admixed population: this may not alw~)-s be the case in 
mow extreme isolates. 

One analytical approach to dealing with allelic heterogene- 

ity vithin sequenced candidate genes W’OLII~ he to simply 
screen the cntirc coding sec~~~ence (and where known, the 

regulatory regions) of ;1 gene in a large case-control sample 
and identify all variants. If there are dise~~sc-predisposing 
allcles in the gene. one would expect thcrc to be an 
increased amount of nonsilent pal>-morphism in the affect- 

ed indi\,iduals, c\ hen compared to controls. ‘I’he 
background \Gation levels (on the + chromosomes) would 
he the same, and the affecteds would be enriched for the 
additional 11 alleles predisposing to the disease. For this 
reason, the overall number of detectable differences 

between affectrds and some consensus sequence should 

IX larger than the overall number of differences bet\veen 

controls and the same consensus scqucnce (see l.WI), 
Such approaches \~wuId require the dcvelopmcnt of practi- 

cal Inass-seclllencing technologies. hlorc complicated 

models based on the type of sequence variation. its pre- 

dicted effect on protein structurt’ or regulation. and so on, 

can be modeled into such an analysis. once the nature of 

I>KA seclucnce \2riation and its effect on protein \trticttire 

and function bccomcs more accurately predictable. ‘I’his is 

an important arca of research that will be developed more 

in the coming years. Other purely analytical approaches 

ha\x ban proposed that allmv for allclic heterogeneity b) 

estimating the strength of I,I> along ;I chroniosomal region 
using a variety of statistical analysis techniques (for exam- 
ple, see [37,65.66,67’)). 

Homogeneous populations are not a panacea 
‘Ike diseases of the Finnish disease heritage are classical 
csamples where IdI) mapping has \vorked fantastically, in 
that haplotype analysis and shared segment analysis has 

led to the cloning of many rare recessive disease alleles. 
I<ccausc of the small size of the founder population and its 
subsequent rapid expansion, with a paucity of immigrants 

clue to wltural and geographical isolation, a nunihcr of raw 
recessive disease-predisposing alleles have increased in 

frecluency to the point \vhere homoz);gotes are not infini- 

tesimally rare. Even though the diseases caused by these 

alleles are more common in Finland than in other parts of 

the world 1.51, they retain sufficient allclic homogeneity for 
haplotype mapping to work. 

In trying to generalize this result to more common com- 
plex disease, numerous problems have been encountered. 
Not the least of them is that the Finnish population is not 
dramatically less heterogeneous than other populations 

[Z’]. .Uso I.ery important is that if the pre\ulcncc of ;I 
common disease is 105%, the predisposing alleles (\vhich do 

not ciiwe disease. but increase by 3 small factor the likcli- 

hood of getting :I disease) must be much more frcclucnt 

than this. In this case, there wot11d be multiple lineages for 
the disease-predisposing allclc(s) of any locus. e\wl in ;I 

poptilation as young and homogeneous as lTinland. If the 
frequcnc); of the disease-predisposiri~ alleles combined 
wcrc 0.1 and there uwe 5000 founders, in expectation 
thcrc ~~wuld hail been 1000 II allclcs at the time the pop 
ulation wis founded, and thtis niultiptc lineages within the 

recorded population history are expected. ‘l‘he rapid pop- 

ulation expansion will further ha\,c prc\,cntcd the 

generation of significant amounts of new III> o\w time 

[ 1V.l. ‘l’his contrast between common and very rare disor- 
ders is cuactly what is seen in other ucll studied 

populations. slich as French (kinadians [7.X]. 

Even in Finland, much more extreme local population iso- 

lates ha\~ ken stulied in the search for complex disease 
genes I)): allclic association methods. An csamplc of this is 
the rcccnt ongoing study of schizophrenia in the isolated 

Northeastern community of Kuusamo [6X,69*]. In this 

region. thcrc wu-c X0 founders about IO-l.i gcnwitions 

ago. rapidly expanding to a current population of 1 X.000. 
\vith negligible ;Imounts of immigration [6X]. In this study, 

sc\wal important problems related to the study of allclic 

association in cxtrcmc population isolates hccame oh\ i- 
ous (XC [69’,70]). Perhaps their most generalI) relaant 

observation \V;IS that in any studv of :i disease \j.hich cIIis- 

ters in fiimilics, in ;I finite closed poputation. an) sample of 

affected indi\.iduals must bc more closeI\ related to each 
other than to any control sample of unaffected individuals. 
If one thinks of I,I> as genetic differentiation (mcisurcd 
by I;\[. for example) between 3 population of affectus und 
a population of controls (SW [54”.7OJ). then the null 
hypothesis in such ;I cast-control study ux~uld not Ix that 
I;,[ = 0, but would rather be that F,, = c, u hue c i\ \ome 

value greater than 0, due to the incumbent greater genetic 
similarity and relatedness of casts to each other. c\‘en for 

marker loci unlinked to the disuse loci. ‘I’his is cx;ictI\- 

what was found in the genome scan undcrtakcn I>> 
Houtta ff N/. [W]. It is important to tdw this possibilit) 
into account in interpreting the results of associ~ition analy- 

ses in small population isolates, as thcrc may hc 
Linaboidable tendencies to~fmd false positi\u. ‘Ii) this end, 

when conducting a genome scan, the interpretation of the 

statistical findings are best made cautiously. 

Population genetic epidemiology 
Another approach that is gaining momentum is the idcrl of 
cross-population studies, in which association studies are 
done in a comparative manner across multiple populations 

simultaneously. ‘I’his is related to 11 hat was done in 

Finland, where the isolate studied for schizophrcni~~ was 

selected based on a geographical epidemiological analysis 

of the prcvalencc in different rrgions of the country [6X]. 

Phenotypic variation between populations should he 
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correlated with genetic \wiance between populations, if ;1 

disorder has any substantial genetic risk alleles. Human 

populations have a defined. if not yet \~ell-characterizerl. 

e\.olutionary interrelatedncss. and this can be t~scd as :I 

tool to decipher the complexities of human phenotypic 

\.ariation. Systematic studies of these genetic differences 

bet\vcen human populations arc ongoing [71], and :I 

human gcnome di\wsity project has been proposed to 

coordinate thcsc efforts (see [ 12’,72”]). ‘I’he SNI’ map 

currently under development [2’] will be of much greater 

utility in tracing the history of human populations [12’.73] 

than it is likely to be for the dissection of complex traits 

through association mapping. but this information can ulti- 

mately be of great IISC to genetic epidemiolo,~ists. If a risk 

factor is identified for a given disease, then one could ana- 

IVLC its contribution to the o\wall phenotypic variance 

across multiple populations, coniparinfi its effect in differ- 

ent populations with the other sources of gcnctic and 

en\,ironmental Iwiation between those populations. ‘I‘his 

information can be useful for targeting u hich populations 

should hc studied more extcnsiwzly to search for other 

rcmuining etiological factors of importance, for u.hich the 

studied risk allele does not explain much of the trait hcri- 

tability. ‘I’his kind of analysis, howww, is difficult Eden for 

well understood genes, siich as ,ApoE [7-l]. and is highly 

~wlneral~lc to the ~~11 kno\vn ‘ecological fallacy’ of cpi- 

deniiolog~. that is, iiim~ correlated but unnieasurcd risk 

factors ma)’ also \‘ary among populations. 

In the past year, suwal methodologicrl and applied papers 

ha\-c begun to propose the simultaneous tise of multiple 

populations in a controlled manner to separate the lvheat 

from the chaff. ~lerrininn CJ~C//. (7.51 sriggcsted that invcsti- 

gators should collect “large numbers of families from 

multiple populations that sho~~ld be ~1s genetically homo- 

gcncoiis as possible” in the effort to identify- complex 

disc~lse-predisposing ~illcles. \IcKeiguc [SX,W] has pro- 

posed mapping discas~-predisposing loci by estimating the 

ethnic background of different chromosonial regions in 

rectzntl\- admixed populations. ‘Ii) apply this method in 

practice, one WOIII~ need to ha\-e good genetic and phcno- 

typic data about the parental homogeneous populations 

that mixed together, and about the admixed poptllation. 

‘I’his proposal is ;I step touwds population genetic cpi- 

dcmiologl; as \cell. in that the genetic differences bet\\ een 

populations are compared lvith the phenotypic differences 

in a directed way to map disease-predisposing genes. 

\‘aldes et d. 1761 pcrformcd an I,11 analysis of the HIA 

gcnc region and insulin-dependent diabetes mcllitus in 

another set of human populations simultaneously to look 

for differential effects in different genetic and cnviron- 

mrntd backgrounds. Again, the LISA of multiple 

populations jointly appears to he a more general mo\‘e- 

ment in thr field towards population genetic 

epidemiology, examining genotype and phenotype correla- 

tions jointly through ;I combination of ,qeographic 

epidemiology and population genetics. 

‘I’he trends are starting to mo\‘e in this direction, and the 

important of ha\,ing good data about the genetic intrrre- 

lationships between populations and good epidemiological 

data across populations is becoming more apparent. If the 

SNP map currently hcing de~~eloped, at the cost of hun- 

dreds of millions of dollars of taxpayers nionc): is to he of 

real benefit in the future rlnderstanding of complex human 

phenotypes, it may well he through its impact on the abil- 

ity to accurately quantify and describe the genetic 

diffcrcnces between populations, and not for direct associ- 

ation mapping. kvhich as Kruglyak [.36”] points out, ma): 

well be mostly wishful thinking. 

One statement that is often taken grossly out of context 

by well meaning medical geneticists is the statement of 

(Iavalli-Sforza and (Llcalli-Sforza [77] that “[aside from 

the external diffcrencrs bet\vccn human populations] 

the remainder of our genetic makeup hardly differs at 

all.” A \.arient of this is that X5-00% of all human genet- 

ic variation is found \vithin, not betuecn, ethnicall) 

tlcfineci groups. ‘I’hey are not saying that the genetic dif- 

fcrcnce bet\\.ecn populations arc not critical to account 

for in gene-mapping sttldics, hut are rather pointing out 

that the salucnce diversity is extremeI\ low pet 

nuclcotide across the entire species. in an effort to make 

a political statcnient. Some medical geneticists have 

taken this statement out of context to mean that because 

there is more variation \sithin populations than between 

populations, thq do not need to \I orry about the homo- 

gencitv of their study sample in an association studs. 

‘I’his k’ind of Ilnalysis,‘ho\le~.er, is difficult e\‘en for weil 

understood gcncs. such as ApoE [7-I]. and is hiKhl? 

\-uncrable to the \f.ell known ‘ecological fallacy of epi- 

dcmiolog)-. that is, rn~~ny correlated but unmeasured risk 

factors may also I’;iry among populations. In an ohjecti\e 

scientific analysis, it is clear that if we are starching for 

gcnctic factors that contribute to the variance of an); 

trait. we avant to collect our study samples in a \vay that 

minimi/.es the o\,erall genetic variance not rctateti to the 

trait. ‘l‘hus, if there is any genetic variance between pop- 

ulations. the pou’er of a study ~vould increase if this 

variance \+.crc eliminated by concentrating on a homoge- 

ncous group. ‘I’he less non-trait-related genetic variance 

the better, and clearly thrrc are enough differences 

betwwzn populations to justify research to quantify and 

document this variation (see [71]). (;enc mappers arc 

painfully auwe of the great inter-poplilation uriation 

related to the allelic architecture of complex traits. If a 

phenotype has the same prrwlcnce across populations, 

there is typically not going to be much power in looking 

for major genetic factors, as there are not \zery many 

genetic (or environmental) factors of constant frequency 

across populations. Again, whereas alleles in the same 

genes or genes in the same biochemical pathway may he 

involved across populations, the specific alleles involved 

in different populations may be substantially different - 

as is the case for the alleles of the HR(X1 and HR(X2 

loci, among others [7X]. 
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Joint testing of linkage and LD 
‘I’here are a few issues that need to be addressed regarding 

the statistical analysis of LD. ‘l-here is a popular belief thar 

the transmission/dise(l~lilibrium test (TLT) [79] is an LD 

lest and that a positive result from such a test rejects the 

null hypothesis that there is no allelic association. ‘I’his is 

only the case. howelw, when the entire study sample con- 

sists of singleton (i.e. unrelated) affecteds and their 

parents, a point that has been made numerous times in the 

litcraw-e (see [80-X2]). R ecently there have been numer- 

ous modifications to the ‘I’DT design. including using 

other rclati\.es as controls when parents are dead [81-W], 

looking alt multiple allelic markers [X1.87], or extending 

the method to handle quantirativc trait loci [8&W]. hlost 

of these extensions start by considering the simple case 

where there is one affected individual per pedigree, and all 

pedigrees are mutually unrelated. In this scenario, the 

‘1’11’1’ is equivalent to the haplotypc relative risk 

hlcI\‘emar test for I,11 [X0], and so a positive test would 

reject the null hypothesis of no allelic association. As soon 

as thcrc is more than one affected individual per pedigree, 

however, the only null hypothesis a significant ‘ITW can 

rejccr is that of no linkage [X0-82]. Although it is true that 

the power of the ‘I’D’I‘ is larger \vhen there is l,D, in a set 

of sib-pairs the ‘ITI’ will have power co detect linkage in 

rhe absence of I,11 (JD ‘I’erwilliger and HHH (Ziring, 

unpublished data). In larger pedigrees, the power can be 

substantially greater as a linkage test in the absence of IdI). 

‘I’hcre have been numerous papers in the past year about 

joint analyses of linkage and 1,D that examine the phe- 

nomcna jointly in a more pwverful and statistically 

responsible manner [‘90’.91,92,93’,94~] (Jl1 ‘I’erwilliger and 

HHH (&ring, unpublished data)]. The essence of these 

can IX summed up as follovz In simple terms, the ‘ITYr, 

hal’lot~pe-relative risk (HRR), and affected sib-pair (ASP) 

tests are each based on the common assumption that each 

parent is informative for the disuse-predisposing allele 

(I>/+ genot)pe), and that all affected individuals recei\.e a 

I) allclc from each of their parents. In the ‘I’D’I’ [79]. as it 

is a linkage test, if the marker locus is homozygous, there 

is no information coming from thalt parent. In the haplo- 

type-based haplotypc-relati\,e risk (HHRR) [X0], a test of 

l,l), the child’s genoty-pe is used to infer the phase in the 

parents to estimate the parental haplotype freclurncics - 

or in other words, to test for the presence of allelic 

association herneen the trait and the marker in the 

parental generation. In the affected sib-pair method, trans- 

mission from heterozygous parents to affected offspring is 

analyzed. such thar if there is linkage the affected children 

should share more marker alleles identical by descent than 

they ~.ould by chance. In those heterozygous parents, the 

possible disease-marker phases are assumed to he equally 

probable. By analogy, in a cast control association study, 

contrasting allele frequencies between affecteds and con- 

trols, ~YC are estimating the allele frequencies conditional 

on rhc affection status, implicitly assuming the cases and 

controls have different disease locus genotypes (e.g. D/D 

for affecteds and +/+ for controls). Further extrapolation of 

this model is provided by Terwilliger and (Zring (unpuh- 

lished data), who discuss each of the common statistics 

from this unified framework. 

Interpretation of LD analyses 
‘l’here arc numerous different approaches to significance 

testing of l,D, ranging from simple contingency table chi- 

square tests through to complex likelihood-based 

procedures. If strong enough I,11 exists, any of the meth- 

ods should give similar results. A more important issue 

than ho\\. to do the analyses is how to interpret the results. 

Kruglyak [M”], (:amp [Xl, E’:lston [%“I, hlorton [97”], 

[Xand and Hedge [WY’] and others have written on the 

subject of how to interpret significance, each based on dif- 

ferent theorerical and philosophical models. ‘l’hcrc arc as 

many such mans of interpretation as thcrc arc statisti- 

cians. Personally, we prefer to think of the situaCon b?; 

analogy to gambling - in that ultimately it is the in\,esti- 

gator doing the research who will ha\re to dccidc at Lvhat 

point a finding is sufficiently significant that he \\ishes to 

put his o\vn time and money at risk to follow it up \vith the 

expcnsivc and time-consuming labor rhat comes after the 

detection of I,11 or linkage. Some pcoplc like to gamble in 

the hope that they might win the jackpor, but so long as 

the); realize what the odds are that the); will lose their shirt, 

all of that is fine. For that reason MT rcjcct the idea of uni- 

form codes or rules that e\‘eryone must stick to in the 

interpretation of their own findings (c.,g. [.%I). .A \‘cr) 

impotant and unfortunate point about the socialog); of sci- 

ence, especially in competitive funding times, howaw. is 

that review panels tend to be conventional somctimcs to 

the poinr of ritual, insisting on fixed criteria (pmvcr calcu- 

lations. multiple test corrections, etc.) for awarding funds. 

A cursory examination of the literature makes one quickI) 

become jaded about the way people interpret. their results. 

and it makes one think that people do not sufficientl) 

appreciate how heavily the odds are stacked against them 

in 1,D mapping. It is widely belie\sed that rhcrc is a publi- 

cation bias (see [WI), in that one might tend to report 

something in the literature primarily in wo situations - 

either Lvhen obtaining a significant finding. or when trying 

to replicate a positive finding someone clsc presented. One 

would thus expect 3 systematic tendency to\\.ard significant 

p-values being reported more ofwn &an expected by 

chance, cvcn if none of them \vere real. ‘I’his is because 

most negative results are not expected to bc published at 

all, as the); are wither surprising nor interesting to most 

readers. In order to examine this and gi\-c the reader a 

means by which to judge his own interpretation of signifi- 

cance. I Lvent through every arricle published in 1997 in 

either the A NWI.&ZV~ JON~INI qf I/tdk~/l ~hh.s 
(,2Glr/-.opsVc./lNItl.//. Gwtits) or P.syhicrtrk Gwtiks, tv (1 j ()iI ma 1 s 
that publish a large number of association studies. O\u the 

past two years there were a total of 222 p-\.alucs reported, 

and there wcrc an additional 39 tests reported simply as 

‘nonsignificant at the 0.05 level’. A histogram of those 
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p-values (mostly from candidate gene studies, attempts to 

replicate earlier findings, or newly reported ‘significant’ 

associations) is shown in Figure 4. The distribution looks 

almost uniform, in contrast to what might have been 

expected if there were a publication bias. A goodness of fit 

test of this data to a uniform distribution showed a very 

good fit (p > 0.87), leading to the possible interpretation 

that even the ‘significant’ reports may not be real, as there 

are just as many p-values that are too large than those that 

are ‘too significant.’ A p-value of 0.01 may look significant, 

but in the context of the multitude of tests being per- 

formed, and the independence of each test under the null 

hypothesis, two main things are indicated: firstly. investiga- 

tors are too frequently gambling on and publishing results 

in situations where the evidence is not at all compelling; 

secondly, the recent advocacy for association analysis as the 

savior of complex disease gene mapping (e.g. [4]) is leading 

investigators to invest prematurely in this strategy which 

has thus far led to a whole lot of nothing- certainly in 

these psychiatric genetics studies surveyed. 

Conclusion 
All of this work begs the question of what is the most pow- 

erful approach to detecting disease-predisposing loci. 

Linkage analysis remains a favored method of choice 

whenever large pedigrees are available (for examples, 

see [l8”.37.c)(7”,97”,100]), as it is not dependent on allel- 

ic homogeneity and does not require an infinitely dense 

map of marker loci. In fact, for linkage analysis. the overly- 

hyped SNP map [2’,.36”.101,102] is probably not a 

practical tool, for numerous reasons beyond the scope of 

this review (see (701). Furthermore, as one increases the 

sample size, the power of a linkage approach increases, 

whereas for an association analysis this is not necessarily 

the case. Testing up to 100,000 SNP markers in a given 

study, for example, raises serious questions about how to 

judge the thousands of results that will appear to be posi- 

tive by standard p-value criteria (or will have relativeI) 

high likelihood ratios for those who plcfer them [WI). Can 

Figure 4 

The distribution of all reported p-values from 

association studies in either American Journal 

of Medical Genetics (Neuropsychiatric 

Genetics) or Psychjatric Genetics in 1997 is 

shown. A total of 222 reported p-values are 

graphed in the figure, and an additional 39 

tests were listed as ‘nonslgnificant’ at the 

0.05 level with no statistical details in the 

manuscript. If all of the results were obtained 

under the null hypothesis, the expected 

distribution would be uniform. As can be seen 

in this figure, there is very good fit to the 

uniform expectation (x~~~,,) = 12.98; p > 0.87), 

Indicating that the published p-values are 

consistent with the absence of gene effects in 

all the published analyses. 

enough cases and controls even be identified to achie\.e 

convincing results? If there is substantial allelic hetero- 

geneity then as one increases the sample size, the number 

of different disease-predisposing alleles (each with their 

own independent haplotype of nearby marker alleles) may 

likewise increase, and thus there may never be much 

power even with complete ascertainment of the entire 

human population. Obviously this is not a desirable prop- 

erty for any statistical analysis method. 

‘lb conclude this review, we want to state clearly that we 

are not contending that association analysis does not have 

its place. It is one tool in the arsenal of geneticists who are 

engaged in attacking a very tough problem - unraveling 

the puzzles that millennia of evolution have assembled for 

us in the form of complex phenotypes. Rather than focus- 

ing on statistical methods to improve the power of 

detection, which are rc\iewed elsewhere (see 

[103”.104’]). I have focused on an analysis of the more 

fundamental question - when will allelic association 

exist, and how can \\-e use population genetics to identify 

those situations where LD mapping may be an appropriate 

weapon of choice. Whereas penicillin has been an impor- 

tant weapon in the war on certain types of bacterial 

infection, it is not so useful in fighting breast cancer. 

Similarly, whereas allelic association has been a great tool 

in unraveling the secrets of rare recessive diseases in iso- 

lated populations, there is no empirical evidcncc that it 

will be as useful in decoding the grnotrpe-l-,henor);pe 

relationships in complex human traits, and certainlv not in 

cosmopolitan heterogeneous populations. 

Our hunch is that too many people are concentrating on sim- 

ple mathematically tractable models that assume the only 

difference between simple disease and complex disease is 

related to effect size of a single allele per locus. whereas 

there is a looming danger that there is also a substantial 

increase in complexity in both allelic and non-allelic hetero- 

geneity, gene by environment interactions, epistasis, 

0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 

p-values reported 
Current O~,n,on I” B,otechnoloav 
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